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[2016-New Free GreatExam SAP C_HANAIMP151 Exam Questions Download
(151-160)
2016 June SAP Official New Released C_HANAIMP151 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass
Guaranteed! Your worries about C_HANAIMP151 exam completely no more exist, because GreatExam is here to serves as a guide
to help you pass the exam. GreatExam offers the latest C_HANAIMP151 PDF and VCE dumps with the new version VCE player
for free download. All the C_HANAIMP151 exam questions and answers are the latest and cover every aspect of C_HANAIMP151
exam. It 100% ensures you pass the exam without any doubt. Following questions and answers are all new published by SAP
Official Exam Center: (The full version is in the end of the article!!!) QUESTION 151In which order are views consumed by the
SAP HANA Live virtual data model? A. 1. Reuse 2.Private 3. QueryB. 1. Query 2.Reuse 3.PrivateC. 1. Reuse 2.Query
3.PrivateD. 1. Query 2.Private 3.ReuseAnswer: B QUESTION 152Which of the following CE functions can you use to query an
analytic view directly? A. CE_CALCB. CE_AGGREGATIONC. CE_OLAP_VIEWD. CE_JOIN_VIEW Answer: C
QUESTION 153Which privilege type do you have to assign to a role, when you want to provide row-level access to data? A.
ANALYTICB. PACKAGEC. SYSTEMD. SQL Answer: A QUESTION 154Which SAP BusinessObjects reporting tool
should you use to answer ad-hoc questions and interact with shared information? A. Crystal ReportsB. DashboardsC. Explorer
D. WebIntelligence Answer: D QUESTION 155You have a table of transactional data with different transaction types. You want
to create an analytic view for only one of the transaction types.How can you ensure that only rows with the required transaction type
are displayed in the analytic view? A. Create an input parameterB. Create a filter on the tableC. Create a calculated columnD.
Create a restricted column Answer: B QUESTION 156Which of the following does an SAP BusinessObjects universe use to
communicate with SAP HANA? A. ABAPB. SQLC. MDXD. BICS Answer: B QUESTION 157In an SQLScript calculation
view, one variable contains the records that are the result of a SELECT * statement from a database table with 10 fields. You want to
use this variable to populate a new variable with the same result set restricted to 1 of the 10 fields.Which CE function do you use? A.
CE_COLUMN_TABLEB. CE_PROJECTIONC. CE_CALCD. CE_AGGREGATION Answer: B QUESTION 158Which of
the following can you use to build the data foundation for an attribute view? A. Referential JoinB. UnionC. ProjectionD.
Text Join Answer: AD QUESTION 159Which package privileges are required to extend an SAP HANA Live view? A.
REPO.ACTIVATE_NATIVE_OBJECTSB. REPO.EDIT_IMPORTED_OBJECTSC. REPO.READD.
REPO.EDIT_NATIVE_OBJECTSE. REPO.MAINTAIN_NATIVE_PACKAGES Answer: ACD QUESTION 160In an analytic
view, you need two different logical joins from the data foundation to an attribute view. The analytic view already contains the
attribute view but you have to use the attribute view again.To which of the following do you connect the second join? A. To a
shared attribute viewB. To a derived attribute viewC. To a new instance of the attribute viewD. To a copy of the attribute view
Answer: BD Pass C_HANAIMP151 exam with the latest GreatExam C_HANAIMP151 dumps. GreatExam C_HANAIMP151 exam
questions and answers in PDF are prepared by our expert. Moreover, they are based on the recommended syllabus that cover all the
C_HANAIMP151 exam objectives. Comparing with others', you will find our C_HANAIMP151 exam questions are more helpful
and precise since all the C_HANAIMP151 exam content is regularly updated and has been checked for accuracy by our team of
SAP expert professionals. Welcome to choose. 2016 SAP C_HANAIMP151 exam dumps (All 308 Q&As) from GreatExam:
http://www.greatexam.com/c-hanaimp151-exam-questions.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed!!!]
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